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TWO BIRDS WITH ONE STONE 

 

We are now in a world where consumerism has pushed products and services to be less differentiated and to be 

more commoditized. The focus now is on customer-centricity and how the product can be useful to the target 

market instead of what the product can actually do. Gone are the days where certain product attributes will make 

the product rise above the rest of its competition.  

 

The financial industry is not exempted from this dilemma. With the evolution of the clients' requirements and the 

sophistication of their financial needs, there is a constant demand for institutions to be abreast and to come up 

with financial solutions that usually combine various products to address what the market needs in the most 

convenient way possible. Banks have evolved from offering basic products to actually being a “one-stop-shop” that 

offers bundled solutions for every virtual financial need.This was the goal when BPI entered into a joint venture 

with Philam: to synergize expertise and resources to come up with financial solutions for its valued clients.  

BPI Asset Management, in its efforts to provide for the holistic financial need of the client by offering Financial 

Planning services, has come up with various innovations that may be used as tools to achieve the goal in mind. One 

of these tools is Invest Plus Peso, a variable life insurance product which is a collaboration of expertise between 

BPI Asset Management for investment and BPI-Philam Life Assurance Corp. for insurance.  

 

So how can Invest Plus Peso work for your Financial Plan? As defined, a financial plan is coming up with an 

achievable and complete plan for your finances that would lead to satisfying your financial goals in life. Your plan 

should be comprehensive enough to address all financial aspects encompassing your life stages. These include 

wealth creation, wealth protection and wealth distribution as illustrated below.  

 

 
 

Whilst it is a requisite for a Financial Plan to grow your wealth via investment, having ample protection while 

building your wealth and updating as necessary is of equal importance. As an insurance product that provides at 

least 125% insurance protection, Invest Plus Peso will safeguard your goals and provide for the protection and 

peace of mind of you and your family. After all, in life only two things are certain – death and taxes.  

 

Invest Plus Peso, as a variable life insurance, has investment funds linked to it. Specifically, BPI-Philam Peso Bond 

Fund invested primarily in ALFM Peso Bond Fund; BPI-Philam Peso 
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Equity Fund in Philippine Stock Index Fund; and BPI-Philam Peso Balanced Fund in ALFM Growth Fund. The 

investment portion will augment the returns of your total portfolio. And since all funds are managed by BPI Asset 

Management, you are assured of the expertise, prudence in investment and consistency in returns that only it can 

deliver and provide. Please refer to table below for the summary of product features for Invest Plus Peso :  

 

 
 

Having a Financial Plan is actually a symphony of different financial products that complements each other to 

provide the most practical and most convenient financial solution for you. At the end of day, what is important is 

how to make the available solutions work best for your plan to help you achieve your goals.  

 

For your Financial Planning concerns and other investment related concerns, touch base with your Investment 

Counselors or Relationship Managers. Today is the best day to start planning your life. 


